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CHOIC'E OF ASP,ECTS FOR DESCRIBING WORK IN EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING

4

Lars Sjödahf

f'

Sjödahl, L. Choice of aspects for describing Vfork in educational
planning. Didakornetry (Malriat5,. Sweden: School of Education),. No:51,
1976.

The purpose oCthe present article is to propose and discuss certiain
..criteria for..the. choice of descriptors when describing work in.
edutational planning. In ordir to examine the possibilities of achieving

1stable ratings in smile suggested aspects, a work'operation (short-.
wood logging) has been analysed into 17 units which En turn have been
described in 10 aspects 6"'y means",,of ratings frprn 140-forestry teachers.
Five of the 10 aspetts (work aspects) refer directly to the job while the
remaining five aspects (pedagogical aspects) concern the students'
poSsibilities of receiving natural feedback in the learning sitIlation. _A

tprofile is presented for each aspect showing the medial% for all the
17 units. The structure of these profiles-is more stable ,for the work
aspects tjfan for the Pvtpdagogical aspetts when the size of the judging
giotip is varied: The 4:errelations between work. aspects and their
corresponding pedagogical aspects are negative. The article concludes,
with a suggestion for the use of the results for educational planning.
Keywords: Educational planning, critical incident, forestry trainin,g.



INTRODUCTION

In order)o plan efficient vocational training it is necessary to have a
clear grasp of the relevant job demands. It is therefore,of great import-
ance to develop methods for describing work_operations in a ay tha
will give the educational planner useful information. Useful information
means in this conneVion, tliat the work' descriptions can be used in the -

following contexts:
1. When selecting training goals.
2. When stating and communicating the training goals.
3. When selecting training content.
4. When constructing training material.'
5. When selecting oe.developing training methods.
6. When constructing relevant rneasuring instruments for, evaluationj

of the traini4g.
%7. When coordinating different levels of training goals.

A job or work Operation can be described in so many different wayS that
*pne is always force&to make a choice among many aspects of description.,

MArdberg & Baneryd (1971) present a well thought-gut model which gives
r-

1
a basis for 1.4ciding which description aspects are tbe important ones.
A basic ide of the authors is that a theory of how the indiv- al functions
should guid the researcber in his selection of descriptorS. -dberg &
3a'neryd,(1971) state:

"The ideal model for job descriptions should integrate'elements from all
the relevani functions described in the theory of the individual. For every
application of the model you inust.be alle to ask yourself which functions

. r processes are activated and which olemands these activitiFs place ori the
g

sign of the job. Moreover, it is equally important to criquire which
demanids the job places on the indWidual. Stich a model leads automatically
to a need fpr cooperation betweerillhose responsible for the psychological,
social and rnedical,aspects of personnel' administration. In the work

/ analysis the fheory of the ihdividual shoul'a be a guide for which units in
/ the job are of special interest and how these units should be observed."

/ \.:/ . (13-39)-
The mOdel that MArdberg & Baneryd present. is, however, not

primarily intendedfor%educational planning. For the educational plann
3 of value if the Job-demands ana,lysis is based on a model than eve

satiskieS the followg points of view:
1. The model should be so complex that it takes in o ccount the

`. interaction between the student and-The training s
The model should be easy to integrate with the idely used paradigm
that encompasses 'the following three main co ponentS:

a. Goal seeking and(goal descriptiorls.

4



b. Carrying out the training process.
c. Evaluation and revision of the training programme.

3. The model should give proper regard to the laws of learning. These
laws should be taken into account not /Only during the actual training
process but already at the stage of seeking and describing the job
demands and the training goals.

4.. The rnii-del should give proper regard to va,lues and norms generally
accepted, e. g.
a. Accident risks should be prevented.
b. Consideration'should be paid to the,fact that, every working

individual should be given the opportunity to experience.a
certain amount Of personal development and satisfaction,in
his work.

, c. Consideration should be paid to the fact that people are different
.in many respects.

5. Research inspired by the model should lead to interesting and relevant
information for those who are planning and executing, training.

PROBLEMS *

The choice of descriptors deperids partly on the job chosen to be studied
and it probably deserves great attention. It seems easy.to forget defin-
itions and specifications.of suitable aspect areas when applying models
for job descriptions. An irrelevant choice of description aspects can be
one of the reasons why the educational planner often experiences a

, barrier between the goal-seeking phase and the planning' of -the training
process. Teachers within vocational and technical training are usually
guided in their teaching by the following five demands aU having to do

\--with the work process: 1.

1. A job should be carried out so that the result satisfies' certain
demands for quality.

2. A job should be carried out so thgt risks fo personal injury are
°reduiced to a minimum.

3. A job should be carried out so that the result does not cause
disturbance or extra work during the subsequent job units.

4. A job should lie carried out in suth a way that excessive physical
s/rain is aVoided as far as possiblt.

5. A job should lie carried out in a rational w y from the point of view
of production quantity. /

It,is reasonable to expedt'vocational teacher ,to be interested in job
'descriptions which emanate from theset;g4ral norms or demands. The
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demands stated above have therefore been transformed into the following
description'aspects:
A. To what extent does the value of the work product decrease if the

job unit is carried out in a faulty way
B. How great a risk is there for personal jury if the job unikilcarried

out in a faulty way? -

C. To what extent doet a faulty way of, carrying out the job unit 1ead to
disturbance or extra work under subseqiient job units?
To what extent does the worker run the risk of physical strain if the
job unit is carried out in a faulty manner?

E. To what'extent is production affectekquantitahvely if the job unit.is
carried out in a faulty way?

The relevance of jobdescr ons is increased for teachers and educational
planners.if des-criptors also,concern the actual learning or training pro-
cess. It would be excessive to make\a list in this article of all the la
of learning that could-be of interest to transform into description aspects.
The following text isotherefore confined to what is probably the most
important principle of learning - thd law of effect. This law states that
learning is often facilitated when the learner receives immediate inform-
ation about the result, the consequence of his behaviour. The student's
pqssibiflties of making relatively quick judgement of whether he is on the
right or wrong track is therefore an important factor in; the process of

,

learning. It is the law of effect that has been most successfully, applied
when drawing up programmed learning. With more conventional teaching

_the principle of feedback to thp student is applied by use of diagnostic
obsation or control which aids the teacher in directing his oWn teaching

r-1._...,...and the student's learnin . I
In order to plan the teadier's diagnostic observation and control it

should be of value to know which job units are of such a character that
1

.

the stliderit himself is going to have difficulty in evaluating his ownperform-
t

ance. Jobunits-verylikely differ with regard to the student's possibilities
for carryOg out such self-evaluation. The following exarriple may help to

t
sp

clarify the point. When starting a power saw there will be very concrete
P

and irnrnoldiate evjodence of the efficiency of the operator's behaviour- .- ,

. ,

eiVier th4 saw starts or noL An outdoor exercise, on the other hand, *
where th4 student plans how to fell a whole group of trees does not give

i.
..

him'immtediate., natural feedback. Only first when the stud t has the
-----,-\ .

opportunity to learn how the subseqt/ent primary, conversion and dragging
,

;

togetherof the timber is facilitated or complicated by his earlier lanning
does the law of effect come into the picture in a natural way. The ti
interyaltrbetween the.pl nning exercise and the subsequent'conversion a

6
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dragging together will however in this case be so long that-We risk.ignoring
or getting into conflict with another important law of learn,ing th'at states
that learning is facilitated when the time interval is fairly short between

1

the exercisle and the experiente of its consequences. Therefore there is
a need for artificial feeaback in close connection with the student's.efelling
exercise i:e. teacher-guided diagnostic control.. It is thus highry.relevant
that a.16b is also,described with respect to the possirbilities of different
units providing natural, immediate feedback. Accordingly the law of
effect has been transformed into the following description aspects:.
F. What are the student's possibilities of imAaediately observing himself

G.

when the job unit is performed_iri such a way that the value of the
work product is noCreduced? .

. a ;
What are the student's tiossibilities of immediatos-obseryation
and self-judge ent when the job unit is performed with,proper regard

, .
to safety preca "ons? .

H. Wh'b are the student's possiblities of immediate self-observation and
self-judgement when the job unit is carried out without giving cause
to disturbance or extra work in the subsequent work units?

I. What are the student's possiblities of self-observation, and self-.
jbdgement without delay when the jab unit is carried out in the best

,way wit(h regard to preventing excessivg physical strain?
What are the student's possibilities of immeaiate self-judgement
when he uses a rational work-teChnique (= giving high quantit) *zhen
carrying out the job unit?

These last five aspects (F-J) correspond to the first f
the-rnanne.r depicted i1rgure 1.

METHOD

4 '-
e aspects (A-S1 in

The information sought about.the job units for the purpose of planning
training carebe gained by different methods, for example by direct obsery-
ation, interviewing or wftith the help of questionnaires. In the present study
the rating questdonnaire is. chosen. This method makes if possible to
reach a lsrge nurnber of respondents and to describe quantitatively and
ystematically opinions of gioups whose experience should be taken into
ccount wheh planning and carrying out training.. The value of such ratings

depends partly, however, upon the reliability ofthe rating results. Some
rating avects may be too\difficult to communicate in una.rnbiguous language
alild consequently there will 8e much room for indiVidual interpr/etations
of the rating task among the respondents.#Reliability in this context means
tfiat ults should not change to any considerable extent when we

(
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ASPECTS 'A-E ASPECTS F-J- ,

-

[Quality dIt erhandsj c-v

[Safety demands'

\\Planning demands
.4

r

Ergonomical demands

Quantity demands

Student's"possiblities for
natural feedback and self-
evaluation with regard to
quality demands.

Ns.

Student's possibilities for
natural feedback and self-.
evaluation Arith regard to
safety precauti'pris..

Student's possibilities for
natural feedback and self-
evaluation with regalito
risks for disturb'ance and
'thctra work in subsequent
job units. -

Student s.possibilities for
natural feedback andself,-
evaluation with regard" to
riskS for exceasive physical
strain.

Student's possibilities ,fer
natural feedback and self-
evaldation with re.gard to
quantity demands.

Pig. 1 Summary of escription aspects
/4

increase the number of raters. In or,fler tb test if it is at all possible to get
fairly stable results for the ten aspects presented akove, a worIF operation
within forestry (short-wood logging) it analysed into 17 units which iri
lurnare described in the ten aspects (A-E and F-J) by means of ratings
from 140 teal_i_ers of forestry in the Swedish gymnas. m schocl. The

_

17 job units are listed below in their natural segue ce:
1. T,o plan the f ing of a 'group of trees.

.-o clear obstacles from the planned conversion ite.
,..

i_ 3. To plan the L.Iling direbtion of the single tree.:
i

4. ''Qo plan the way of,retreat. ,

. n .

r 5. To clear obstacles frorn around the tree to Make a free place to
work in and a way of retreat:

,c---- 8 ,
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6. To trim away obstructing branches from the tree that is to b'e felled.
7. To !taw the undercut.,
8.. Tdisa; tbe felling Cut. i'. .

. .

9. To fell"the' almost sawn-throUgh tree.
To moVe out of the risk Z.olic' when the tree fa,11s.

11. '23o tritn tne upper ide of the trunk.
To measure the-assortment.
To tdrn the trunk for trimming the under-side.
To inove the.trunk rowards.the pla'ce for the Umber pile.

,

15. To trim tbAnder-side of the trunk.
16. To crosscut the trunk.
.17. To move and pile the timber,.
For each of the ten aspects a rating questionnaire -was constructed as
illustrated in figuies 2 and 3.'

ASPECT B ,
, :,i, .

The student's` possibilities,to obs,erve and j,udge himself without
delay if. the job unit is performed with proper regard.to safety
are:
Job .unit. /

1. To plan the felling of a group cflrees
very small (- )
small' . ) 2.
fairly great - ( ) 3 .

great ( ) 4;* :

very great .

N......_ .

Fig. 2 Example of rating queitiOnnaire
, ... I ', t

,

ASPECT G
How great a risk is there for personal 'injury if the job unit is
carried out in the wrong way?
Job unit.
1. T6plan the felling of_a group of tree§.;..

very great risk ) 1

g.r..eat risk ( ).2
,fa.irly great risk ( ) 3
small risk ( ) 4
very s Ttsk ( ) 5

p e of rating-questionnaire'

-
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The ten rating' forms have been answered by all the teacherS'of the'
subject short-wood logging in the Swedish gymnasium school coarse'
in forestry i..e. 140 forestry teachers..The study is, with regard to
the respondents, thus a population study. All the teachets were given
the following written instructions:
" When planning traing programmes iti of the utmost importance

'for a good training result to take the laws of 'earning into consideratiop.
One of the most important learning laws is called the law of effect. This
law States thatlearning ilusually facilitated when the student receives
some knowledge or evaluation of his resultS fairly soon after.his trials.
The pupose of the p*?esent study is to examinekthe possibilities of-select'-
ingand describing those job units which are o'f such a character that the
students themselves can be expected to find' it difficult to evaluate the
result of,their own exercises. The work operation selected for this study,
short-wood logging, h been devided into f7 job units. `For each job
unit ycu are asked to r
1. The students' possibilities for iinmediate self-evaluation.
2. _Some characteristics of the actual job unit e.g. accident risks.
It goes without sa\yipg that it may be a difficult task to give:the term
'immediate self-evaluation' an exact meaniiig. When rating the job units
you are, however, ,asked to compare the units with each Other: S'uc'h
relative judging is possible to carry out without giving.thelphrase
'immediate self:-evaluation' an exact definition. 'Below are given two
examples showing hOw ycr judging is to be carried mit with the help of
simple rating scales.
Example 1. vAspect: The student's possibilities for immediate self-obseryation and
self-judgernent when the job unit is performed'in such a way that the
value of the work-product 'is not reduced are:
Job unit: Root pruning

Very small ( ) 1. .
Small (X) 2
Fairly great (. ) 3

Great (1 4
Very great ) 5

In this exarnple the teacher is of the opinion that the student's possibilities
for immediate self-evaluation are small so he has put a 'cross in the..bracticet
corresponding to the scale interval 2: A, student 'can go on almost forever
cutting roots too much or too little without getting any impulse to change
his incorrect pruning. Still, he. has visual impressions of the plants before:.
and after.pruning and in a certain sense it is therefore possible for him to
see the effects of his behaviour. This posiblity for some natural feed-
back makes it reasonable not to give the lb<vest rating point to this job unit.
Example 2. ,

Aspect: The student's possibilities nfcipli.ifn*adTate.self-observation and
self-judge ent when the job unit is perfo ed h. t giving cause'for
disturbanc or 0":st-r.a work in the'subseClue

.
AUpits are: r-Job unit: T,b lift tlieCsoil core from theepla mg hole

Very mall
Srn 1 ) 2-
Fairly great ) 3
Great 4
Very great (X) 5

n this example the student will hav mediate, natural feedba'ck. If
the job unit is erroneously per.form d the student will get ihto difficulties
when trying to carry out the next.jo it, _i.e.. to put the plant in the hOle
- the hok will'be too big or tos_rn In either case the student will find
it awkward-AD get on with this job unit. This is the reason Why the sc/le
value 5 has been considered to be the appropriate rating.

-r°1 10
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diKtake sure you understand the rating aspedts befpr,e Icou starthe actual

k---?ating. Pleasse do not discuss your opinions and rating.s with bther"teachers.
It is your own personal judgement we are interested in. In all your ratings .
trip .studept is presumed to.be in the-beginning ofhis training. Please
observe that the 10 rating forms, one for each aspect,ane tb be completed
in the ()Mel, given below:

,
,

Order ,Form.indiCation
1 G B$

2 C H
3 1 A J. ..
4 E. Dt..-.
5 * F i

1

'Order
'6

.. 7
8

19 r
10"

.

'. predescribed tder which var)ieS- randomly- between'the respondents. Ti-e
The initrUctions thus;end with4a tequest to answer'the ten forms in a.

I
ireason for this randomization is, to balande possible systematic effects

caused 4,y fatigue or position.

RESULTS

The five aspects (A-E) will be calYed work aspects while the, remaining
five aspects (F-J) are referred to as pedagogical aspects as they aLl
concern the student's ossibilities for self-evaluation and self-control.
For each aspect the median ratings have been calculated for all oithe
17 job units. The results are presented graphipally as profiles in figures

I4 and 5. From these two figures'it is obvious that- the ratings differe `ate

far more for the work aspects than for the pedagogical aspects.
The intert/rdter reliability. has leen studied in the following way., From

the population of 140, teachers samples of varying sizes were randomly
-

drawn. For each fixed size of the sample this selection procedure was
carried out without replacements. The median values for the 17 job units
were calculated for each sample of raterS and the structure of the median
series from samples of the.same size was compared y estimating the
rank correlation between the compared series. Table I presents for
different sample sizes the numbei of groupS compared, the nuMber of
rank correlations as well as the average correlation in each of the ten
aspects.'

The term "reliability" can be defined in many Ways and a.given
definition:of the term can have a number of different operational meanings
depJnding upon which method is used when checking the reliability. (Lord 4 1

&-Novick, 1968.) In this investigation the slability of the structure of the
median series has been -stndied as a function of the size of' the judging
gr.oup.°The result is illustrated graphically in-figure 6. The curves for the
work aspects lie collected in a cluster above the more sharply rising curves
for the pedagogical aspects.
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' Tab 16 I. StruCtural comparisons between Median series..from rater
samples pf the same size and for varying s..'es di the rater
sarhple

Size of
group

No.. of
groups

10 teachers
20

30

40

-50

'60

14

No.
rank
corr:s-

of .
Average Tank correlation

.for asp-ects A-J
A 13 ,C D. E F G H J'

91 .82 .82 .83.84 . 8,2 .40 .42 .31 . 30 .,38
21 89 .87 ..89 .92 .89 43 ..64.42

6 3 .93 .91 .87 .95 .63 . 3 .65 , 58 .55
3 : 93 . 2 794 .97 .92 .56 ".8.7 :68 74

.93 .95 .94 .96 .986.80 .86 .82 .79..74.
1 .98 .98 .97 .96 :79 .`85 .81 .73 .76

.94 . 95 .92 . 9 95.. 79 . 86 ..t84 49°,

As skown in table I 'and figure 6 there is a general trend for the cor-
..

relations to increase when,t1te size of the rater group increases. a'he
inter-judge correlations are very high for the five wOrk aspects (A-E).

For n=70 the correlations' are = 0.91. The ratings from the pedagogical
aspects (F-J) are, however, faFliitare subjective arid consequently more
dependent czn the size of thelrater group. It is easy to see that an idealized
curve drawn through the five curves for the pedagogical aspect will,give
an exponential function with an asymptote considerably below u t,
that validity problems are also involved in the study of inter-r
for these aspects. One pos'sible reason for ,the fairly.low correlaC

meaning
agreement

ons in the
pedagogical aspects, when n 40 might be the fact that the compared profiles
are moderately differentiating as can be seen from figure 5. Not until the
size of the judging grousp increases to 50 do some correlatipns approad ch
a level ( 0.80) acceptable for research purposes. It is very likely that
the ratings in the pedagogical asp/ects would have been more difritiating
and thereby also less subjeciive if sttidents hAd beep chdsen, as raters.
Since the aspects F-J concern the,stucl:ents' situation, ratings'from students
in thWe aspects Would have been a jighly relevant complement to this
.study. 'A comprehensive presenta,tion of possible irèformation sources,
wITen seeking goals for vocational education or tr ning iS given in Sjodahl

--':(1974.,) 3 .

In order to describe the sirni.Ivity of structure-between te'five median
seies..fot the.work aspects A.E as well as between t e five pedagogical
aspects, F-T,"Kendall's concordance coefficient has.,13 en ca1c ated (see,
Siegel, p.231). Fo.r the work aspects thiAizaefficient is,,O. 41 ad for the

av

!
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Median values for the 17 job units in the five work-aspect§ A-E
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Fit. 5. Median:values for the 17 job units in the five pedagogical aspects F-J
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Fig. 6. Tlie relailon between the size of the rating group and the average rank
, correlation when structural comparisons are carried out between groups

, of the same size. The comparisons concern.median series from the
work-aspects A-E and the pedagogical aspects.F-J
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pedagogical aspects &4Z The different judgilig aspects cOrnpared have

\ thus given rather different median series with regard to their structuie.
Structural comparisons between pedagogical and work aspects have

been carried out by estimating rank coorrelations between the cOrrespond-
ing aspects in fig0.e 1. Ali, the rankeCorrelations are negative and theii-
absolute values are fairly MA (see table II)

. dr

Tabel II. Structural comparisons between me-dian series from ttie
five work aspects and their ccirresponding pedagolical4 aspects 2 7

CompaIpetseen aspects Rank cb relation

B-
C-H
D-I
E-J.

I.

4.

-0.
-(Y.65

-0. 30
-0. 6
-O. 48

,

The direction of the scales.idefi. that neiative -correlations
_

that work units judged as being.of less irnp'Ortance isthe 'work -aspeCts
tend.to be those,with a low degree of natural, imrnediate,feedback and
vi.Ce versa. It is thus far from obviouS howthe result§ from judging
different aspects should be cOrnbinexi and applied-whe'n planning the,
training'under review. Had the job units giving a low degree of natural
immediate feedback'also been judged as irnportanV in the work aspects,
the,lapplication situ ation woyd Vave been easier. This article ends, how-
ever, with a short presentation of one possible way of making a selective
use .of work descriptions when planning training.

APPLICATION OF RESULTS

For each judgg aspect the 'different work units' ave been ranked from
the lowest io the highest median value.In figures 7-11, where each job
unit is identified by a number referring to the list on page 6-7 all The. 17
job units are described with regard to rank nurnber_in a certain job aspect
avi in its corresponding pedagogical aspect.

As lOw rank numbers indicate that the Work. unit iS'important in one ..gi
,

-' or another respect those units that have low ranks both for-the work aspect
d the fiedagogical aspect are of primary interest. When constructing

training programmes, designing teaching aids and planning the training
-%.process, for_ examPle setting up TWI ins`tructions, checklists for diag-

nostic control fitting in small group teaching and indiVidual guidance,
,

8 0
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it is of interest to know which Work units have tillS4abwest coordinates
in the aspect combinations presented in figures 7-11, The ordinal
scales along the axes in figures 7-11 have therefore all been divided
.at rank-number 8; 54,as indicated by a dotted line nd units with low
coordin es are somewhat arbitly definejd as those lying within the
lower ft quadrant olimited by the dotted lines. For the five aspect
combin tions the following work units are 'in this way selected as critical
both-in the pedagogical Ad the work aspect.
1. -As-pect combination A-F ality demand - possibilities for

natural feedback). ,t

Work unit nr.3:''To the felling direction of the singje tree.
Aspeet combinatittti B-G (safety demarlitis - posibites for
natural feedback). 4

Work unit nr.-11: To trim the upper side of the trunk.
-

'Work unit /fr.:15: To trim. At unde-r7side of the trunk.
3. Aspect combination C-1-I (planning demands - possibilities for

natural tedback).
Work unit nr..1: To p n-the felling of a group of trees.
Work unit nr. 14: To move the trunk toWards the place for the

timber pile.
Work unit nr. 17: To move and pile the timber.

4. Aspect combiRation D-I (ergonomical demands - possibilities for
natural feedback).
Work unat nr. 15: To trim the under-side-of the trunk.

5. Aspect cornbinatiof E-J.(quantily demands - possibilities for
natural feedback).
Work unit nr. 1: To plan the felling of a group of trees.
Work unit nr. 14: To move the trunk towards the place for the

timber pile..
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The aim of this paper is to sUggest some descriptors when
describtg work in eilucational planning, A work operation,

shortwood logging, hai)been analyzed into 17 units, which in
turn have been ratedaq0 aipects by 140 forestry teachers..
Profifes are presented for each aspect based on the medians .

for the 17 units, .Correlations between different aspects re
, presented and the report concludes with some suggestions
fox the application of the results.
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